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A Greater Future

go to the future with us
Incheon Airport enjoys a world-wide reputation for its leadership in such
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Harnessing change and innovation to reach
our goal of being a global airport leader
2011 marked the beginning of Incheon Airport’s second decade of operations. During the year, we were faced
with the challenge of laying the foundations for our continuing growth into a global airport leader. We did this
by improving our efficiency, expanding our range of overseas businesses, enhancing our customer value, and
strengthening our marketing efforts to ensure that we can experience continuing increases in both passenger
and cargo volume. All of these changes occurred despite being confronted with a number of daunting external
factors, including a global economic slowdown, the ongoing sovereign debt crisis in the Euro zone, and
devastating earthquakes in Japan.
As a result of our efforts, we retained our ninth- and second-place positions in the world in terms of
international passengers and cargo volume. We also recorded our best-ever results in terms of transfer
passengers and number of airlines in service. In addition, we set new records by posting sales of USD 1,532

CEO’s Message

We continued winning the world’s praise for our service excellence. For example, we ranked first in the Airports

07

million and net income of USD 353 million, and ranked first in the world in terms of duty-free sales.

We also continued our advance into overseas businesses. This included taking an equity position in Russia’s

Council International (ACI) Airport Service Quality evaluation for the seventh consecutive year. In addition, we
were named the world’s best airport by such authoritative voices as Global Traveler magazine and Skytrax, the
world’s largest aviation research organization.
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Creating an airport that

will lead the world for another decade.

Khabarovsk Airport and winning a contract for a consulting service for Indonesia’s Juanda International Airport.
In 2012, Incheon Airport will increase its marketing initiatives targeting airlines and transfer passengers,
continue building infrastructures to support the operation of high-value-added logistics businesses, and
keep on with our third-phase construction project. In addition, we will strengthen our foundations for future
growth by expanding our overseas operations and pursuing the development of Air City. We will also raise the
operational efficiency of our facilities and enhance the airport’s safety and security processes and policies.
Fulfilling our social responsibilities is another integral part of our operations. This will include retaining the
“win-win” culture that we have developed in conjunction with small- and medium-sized enterprises and our
partner companies, and improving on the “great workplace” that helps everyone working at Incheon Airport to
grow together and maintain a proper work-life balance. We will also continue to contribute to the well-being of
the communities in which we operate, both at home and abroad.
Incheon Airport’s ongoing growth and excellence performances are both due to the trust and encouragement
of all our stakeholders, including the Korean government, our domestic and international customers, our

2011

employees and business partners, and the people who work for other organizations with us. In return for this
support, we will continue with our goal of becoming an airport that every Korean can be proud of and that
visitors will want to return to again and again.
I look forward to your continuing support and encouragement.
Thank you.
						

C. W. LEE
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Management

Practicing autonomous and
responsible management
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A global airport leader that
brings people and the world
closer together

VISION

2015

Core Values
Safety & Convenience
Excellence

Mission

Value Creation

To provide the highest-

Integrity

possible levels of customer

Sustainability

satisfaction and value by
developing new paradigms for
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Vision 2015

operating airports

Incheon Airport is implementing four key management strategies that will help it realize its vision of being

Global airport leader

creating the difference

a global airport leader that creates new standards in the way airports operate. They include enhancing
our competitiveness as a regional air transportation hub, strengthening our foundations for future growth,
improving our safety and operational efficiencies, and establishing a management system that guarantees our
profitability and sustainability.

Four Major Strategies
Hub strategy: Enhance our
competitiveness as a regional air
Strategic Goals

transportation hub

- 80 million in workload units

Growth strategy: Strengthen our

- Rank first in airport service quality

foundations for future growth

- KRW 1.3 trillion in EBITDA (i.e., earnings before

Operations strategy: Improve our safety

interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization)

and operational efficiencies

- Zero security incidents

Corporate strategy: Establish a

- “AAA” rating in the KoBEX (Korean Business

management system that ensures our

Ethics Index)

profitability and sustainability
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Facts and Figures

The world’s best airport—
thanks to you!

Evaluations stating that we are the world’s best airport, praise for being its safest and most convenient one,

government, our domestic and international customers, our employees and business partners, and the

and an amazing record of operating in the black for eight consecutive years—all these accomplishments are

people who work for other organizations with us have combined to make Incheon Airport the world’s best air

due to the people we serve and work with. The unwavering support that we have enjoyed from the Korean

transportation facility.

Ranked first in ACI Airport Service Quality passenger satisfaction
survey for seven consecutive years
Boasting 35,060,000 passengers, 2,540,000 tons of air cargo, and
230,000 flights on an annualized basis
Listed in ACI’s Roll of Excellence

These can be all attributed to the ongoing
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Facts and Figures

support of our customers.

1
Ranked first in ACI Airport Service Quality passenger satisfaction survey
for seven consecutive years

Turning an island into an airport
Carrying out strategies to be a hub airport for Northeast Asia
Pursuing our third-phase expansion project
Ranking number one among the world’s airports
within our first ten years of operation

These can be all attributed to the Korean government’s
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Facts and Figures

assistance and encouragement.

9/2
A mega hub airport, ranking ninth in the world in terms of
international passengers and second in terms of cargo volume

A network of routes connecting fifty-five countries and
184 cities around the world
Named “World’s Best Duty-Free Shop” by Business Traveller
Named “Best Cargo Airport in Asia” by Air Cargo World
Vision: An “Air City” that offers a new paradigm for airports

These can be all attributed to the support and encouragement

Facts and Figures

of our partner companies.
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55 / 184
Eighty-three airlines servicing fifty-five countries and 184 cities around the world

* As of August 2012

Two million accident-free flights
Speedy and convenient immigration services
A wide variety of amenities and cultural and arts experiences
Recognized as the world’s safest and most pleasant airport

These can be all attributed to the dedicated efforts
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Facts and Figures

of the people who work with us.

35,000
35,000 airport workers from over 570 organizations

Posting record-breaking sales
Operating in the black for eight consecutive years
Receiving an “A” rating in the Korean government’s Public Institution
Business Performance Evaluation for three years in a row
Growing into a global airport leader

These can be all attributed to the hard work
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Facts and Figures

and dedication of all our employees.

A
“A” rating in the Public Institution Business Performance Evaluation
for three years in a row
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Facts and Figures

An airport that

passenger service and convenience, cargo transportation efficiency, and operational safety and security.
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Incheon Airport is now entering its second decade. Our goal is to be a global airport leader in terms of

surpasses everyone’s
expectations

229,580

214,835
198,918

211,102

211,404

2,539,222

2,684,499
2,313,001

2,423,717

2,555,580
1,191,395

1,626,642
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Number of transfer
Incheon International Airport Corporation Annual Report 2012

5,193,151

5,200,169

33,478,925

28,549,770

29,973,522

31,227,897
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14,544,346

Airport Statistics

passengers

86,839

Number of

4,421,386

1
4.95

3.92

4.78

4.91

4

evaluations

3,793,008

1
4.96

airport service

35,062,366

1
4.99

1

1

Scores and
rankings in global

5,662,722

* 2001 Results: As of December 31, 2001, since the opening of the airport

passengers

2001 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

2001 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

2001 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

2001 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

2001 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Cargo transport
volume (in tons)

Number of flights

Scores and rankings in global airport
service evaluations

Number of passengers

Number of transfer passengers

Cargo transport volume (in tons)

Number of flights

Our number of passengers has grown by about

In 2011, we implemented a number of

Although our volume of air cargo had enjoyed

Our number of flights rose by 6.9% over the

Beginning in 2005, we have been the first-

7% a year since our opening in March 2001. In

initiatives to increase our number of transfer

an annual growth rate of 6.7% ever since our

year to 229,580. This is especially meaningful

place winner in the world airport service quality

2011, it was 35,062,366, up 4.7% year-on-year

passengers. They included developing

opening, in 2011 it declined by 5.4% from the

because we achieved it despite a number of

evaluations conducted by ACI every year. In 2011,

from 2010.

transfer products; offering incentives to travel

previous year to 2,539,222 tons. Most of this was

negative external factors, including devastating

ACI evaluated 186 airports around the world,

agencies that publicize our services; and

caused by slowdowns in the global economy, as

earthquakes in Japan and a continuing

asking more than 30,000 passengers for their

adding to our global advertising. As a result,

well as a continuing trend to making IT devices,

slowdown in the world economy.

impressions regarding airport immigration and

our number of transfer passengers increased

such as smartphones, lighter in weight. Despite

other services. Incheon Airport ranked number

by 470,000 over the year to 5,662,722, while

this, our relative weighting of transshipment

one in twenty-six categories out of thirty-four,

our transfer ratio stood at 16.4%. Both of

cargo to total air cargo rose by 1.8% points to

including passengers’ overall satisfaction levels

these figures were record-breakers.

45.6%. This helped us to retain our second-place

and the courtesy and availability of our staff.

standing in the world in terms of international

(* All scores are measured on a five-point scale.)

cargo transport volume for the sixth straight year.

Future-Oriented Facilities

The World’s Most Advanced Airport Facilities

We will continue providing travelers with the world’s most advanced airport facilities
by completing our second-phase construction and carrying forward our third-phase
expansion project.
Airport Facilities
Incheon Airport is committed to ensuring that its operating capabilities are second to none. Our goal is to grow

31

The World’s Most Advanced Airport Facilities

into one of the leading air transportation centers in the world.
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Your future will be happier with Incheon Airport, an airport that surpasses everyone’s expectations.

Total Area

56,060,000 m2

- Equivalent to 7,800 soccer fields

Number of

Three

- Available for simultaneous take-off and landing by ultra-large aircraft,

Runways		
Aprons

including A380s (one 4,000 meters, two 3,750 meters)

Passengers 2,440,000 m2

- Available for simultaneous parking by 144 airplanes

Cargo 740,000 m2
Passenger

(108 passenger airliners, 36 cargo flights)		

500,000 m2

- 44 gates for passenger terminals and 33 for concourse available for

Terminal		

simultaneous parking

		
Concourse

- Equivalent to 60 soccer fields

170,000 m2

- Available for simultaneous parking by three A380s

(one building)		
Transportation

250,000 m2

- AREX and Incheon Airport Maglev Line

Center		

- Parking spaces: 4,758 vehicles (6,427 long-term)

Navigational

Control tower,

- First airport in Asia to operate CAT IIIb

Safety Facilities

radar,

- 100,000 hours of non-stop operation

and Equipment

aviation lights

Free Trade Zone Cargo terminal 230,000 m2

- Tenants include such internationally-known logistics companies as
2

DHL, AMB, Schenker, and KWE

410,000 flights

44,000,000 people

4,500,000 tons

Aircraft

Passengers

Cargo

410,000 flights

62,000,000 people

5,800,000 tons

Airport Logistics Center 1,540,000 m

Airport Capacity (per year)

Capacity (2012)

Third-phase
construction (2017)

Always considering our customers’ needs first

Customer-Oriented Operations

We have dramatically reduced the time needed to move from check-in to boarding
and enhanced the convenience of passengers by arranging our facilities to better
accommodate their needs.
Passenger Terminal and Concourse Layouts
Concourse
An immigration center for use

rd

3 Floor of the Concourse

by non-Korean airlines (from
gates 101 to132). Travelers
move to it from the passenger
terminal by shuttle train.

Customer-Oriented Operations

Shuttle Train
Runs between the passenger terminal and the concourse every
five minutes. Platforms are located in the center of the passenger
terminal.

3rd Floor of

Passenger Terminal

the Passenger

Functions as the airport’s

33

Terminal
4

32
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M

L

K

J

immigration center and

2
H

G

F

E

D

terminal for Korean carriers.

1
C

B

A

Check-In Counters

Airline Check-In Counters

Reducing the time needed
Star Alliance Airlines G, H, J, K

from ticketing to boarding.

Sky Team Airlines D, E

Asiana Airlines K, L, M

Korean Air A, B, C

M

L

K

J

H

G

F

Domestic Flight A

E

Other non-Korean Airlines

D

C

B

A

Enjoying yourself instead of waiting in line

Speedy and Convenient Immigration Services

Our cutting-edge technologies offer travelers the world’s fastest and most convenient
immigration services.

Times required for immigration processing at Incheon Airport
The average time needed for going through immigration is twelve minutes for inbound passengers and
nineteen minutes for outbound ones. This is much faster than the ICAO’s standard of forty-five minutes for

Immigration processing times at Incheon
Airport, compared to International Civil

Arrivals

34
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Departures

Aviation Organization (ICAO) targets

Incheon Airport:
12 minutes

Incheon Airport:
19 minutes
ICAO:
45 minutes

35

Speedy and Convenient Immigration Services

international arrivals and one hour for international departures.

ICAO:
60 minutes

U-Airport Facilities
Our web portal service (www.cyberairport.kr), self-service check-ins, and automated immigration
service systems allow passengers to handle all procedures from ticket reservations to checkins online. In addition, we offer travelers instant information through our U-Signage and U-Board
facilities, located throughout the airport.

Offering transfer passengers the ultimate in ease
and comfort

Transfer Passenger Facilities and Services

Our transfer passengers enjoy comfortable and relaxing amenities, high-class shopping
spaces, and a wide range of cultural and artistic events.
Speedy and convenient transfer procedures
Incheon Airport boasts super-fast transfer procedures and connections to 184 cities around the world. Our

Incheon International Airport Corporation Annual Report 2012
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Transfer Passenger Facilities and Services

minimum connecting time (MCT) is a mere forty-five minutes.

Transfer Amenities and Facilities
Transfer passengers can access a wide array of amenities and services to make their time with us more
comfortable and pleasant.
Transfer Passenger Facilities	Transfer hotels, Hub Lounge, snack bar, cafeteria, Kids’ Zone playroom, Movie Zone rest
area, shower room, Internet Zone, massage room, etc.
Transfer Tours	Experience the history and culture of Korea on these trips from the neighborhood of the
airport to downtown Seoul and elsewhere. Trips take from one to seven hours. Attractions
include ancient palaces, museums, the downtown area, a casino, golf courses, and the DMZ.
Other Amenities 	Rest area for infants, IT experience hall, prayer rooms, etc.

Making the most of your time with us

Culture and the Arts

Our unique offerings include traditional Korean culture experiences and a wide variety of
concerts and exhibitions.

An unparalleled level of services and content
Visitors to Incheon Airport can enjoy a new-concept shopping complex and a wide-ranging choice of cultural
experiences, exhibitions, and spaces throughout the year.
Security Area
Airstar Avenue 	World-renowned designer brands, cosmetics and perfumes, fashions and accessories,
duty-free shopping area

liquor and cigarettes, electronic goods, packaged foods (including red ginseng)

Korean Culture Museum

Exhibits of Korea’s court culture, traditional fine arts, and music

Traditional Culture

Traditional performances, craftwork demonstrations, exhibits and sales of craftwork

Experience Center
Traditional Craft Gallery

Videos and sales of traditional Korean craftwork

Arrival Hall Culture Street

Various exhibits depicting the nature, history, and culture of Korea

39

Open Area
Regular cultural performances	A variety of season-based cultural performances, including chamber music ensembles,

38

Culture and the Arts

Walk of the Royal Family 	Replication of a royal procession during the Joseon Dynasty period

Airstar Terrace observation deck	A good place for looking at arriving and departing airplanes and the entire airport

Incheon International Airport Corporation Annual Report 2012

Korean classical music, and K-Pop

Oseongsan Observatory	Located 51.5m above sea level. You can get a true “bird’s-eye view” of aircraft taking off
and landing
Flower Gardens

A wide variety of wildflowers for your pleasure and relaxation

* Both operating hours and programs are subject to change.
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History of Incheon Airport

Setting new standards for airports around the world

The story of Incheon Airport began with filling in and reclaiming the sea and the mudflats surrounding

June 1992

Confirmed master plan for construction of airport

an island that would soon evolve into a major hub airport for Northeast Asia. It was a time of constant

October 1994

Completed construction of 13.4-kilometer-long flood-control seawall

challenges and endless innovation, but our sense of purpose and drive to succeed resulted in the building

May 1996

Began construction of passenger terminal

of an air transportation center that consistently sets new standards for air travel facilities around the

September 1999

Completed framework of passenger terminal

world. Going forward, we will continue to outdistance other global-level airports with our unique brand of

June 2000

Began construction of airport infrastructures

“thinking outside the box” that emphasizes creativity and insight—as well as the need to put both of them

March 2001

Opened airport

into practice.

September 2003

Became first Asian airport to operate CAT IIIb

March 2006

Opened Incheon Airport Free Trade Zone

June 2006

Total air cargo throughput exceeded ten million tons

October 2007

Accident-free operations reached 1,000,000 flights

June 2008

Completed second phase construction

February 2009	Signed

agreement on consulting and support for the operation of Iraq’s new Erbil International

Airport
March 2009

Accumulated passengers exceed 200 million

December 2009

Number of annual transfer passengers exceeded five million

September 2010	Received

presidential commendation at thirty-fourth National Productivity Awards from Korea

Productivity Center
May 2011

Named “Airport of the Year” at World Air Cargo Awards 2011

June 2011

Total amount of baggage exceeded 300 million pieces

July 2011

Non-stop facilities operation reached 100,000 hours

September 2011

Received ISO/IEC 20000 IT service management certification, a first for an Asian airport

November 2011

Listed in the ACI Roll of Excellence, a first for the world airport industry

November 2011

Named “World’s Best Duty-Free Shop” by Business Traveller

November 2011	Received

grand prize at Grand Awards for Excellence in Sustainability Management from

Ministry of Knowledge Economy and Small and Medium Business Administration
December 2011

Named Best Airport by Global Traveler for sixth consecutive year

March 2012

Accumulated passengers exceed 300 million

May 2012

Accident-free operations exceeded two million flights

May 2012

Named Best Airport Worldwide in ASQ survey for seventh consecutive year

8,000

7,721.7

7,677.7

One of the world’s truly
great airports, setting new
performance records
every year

Unit: In billions of KRW

7,000

Although Incheon Airport is continually being lauded as “the world’s best,” we have never been content to
rest on our laurels. Our more than 35,000 airport family members are dedicated to ensuring the ultimate in

6,000

consecutive years.
			

4,452.6

5,000
Unit: In billions of KRW

2011

2010

Change

1,496.6

1,324.6

13.0%

Gross Profit

826.7

659.1

25.4%

Operating Income

597.7

559.0

6.9%

Net Income

360.9

310.6

16.2%

311.6

182.3

70.9%

7,410.1

7,495.4

-1.1%

7,721.7

7,677.7

0.6%

988.1

600.0

64.7%

1,986.2

2,625.1

-24.3%

Total Liabilities

2,974.3

3,225.1

-7.8%

Total Shareholders’ Equity

4,747.4

4,452.6

6.6%

4,747.4

best-ever sales figures in 2011. It also explains why we have been able to operate in the black for the last eight

Sales Figures

Financial Status

Non-Current Liabilities

2,000

* 2010~2011 figures are based on K-IFRS.

1,000

559.0

* The above results do not include those of the airport’s consolidated subsidiary.

360.9

Current Liabilities

310.6

Total Assets

597.7

Non-Current Assets

3,000

1,496.6

Current Assets

2,974.3

4,000

3,225.1

Revenue

1,324.6
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2011 Financial Highlights

customer satisfaction and transparent and sustainable management. That’s why we were able to post our

0

Revenue

Operating
Income

Net Income

Total
Assets

Total
Liabilities

Total
Shareholders’
Equity

Ranked first in ASQ survey for seventh consecutive year | Incheon Airport was named the Best Airport

World’s Best Duty-Free Shop by Business Traveller magazine. Our duty-free sales for the year amounted to USD

Worldwide in an ASQ survey of over 1,700 airports around the world for the seventh consecutive year. We were

1,532 million, ranking us number one in the world.

the only air transportation facility in the world to be ranked first for that length of time. We were also named the
best airport in the world by Global Traveler magazine and Skytrax, a UK-based aviation research organization,

Provided world’s highest level of operating competencies | In 2011, Incheon Airport exceeded 90,000 hours of

completing a “grand slam” of industry evaluations.

non-stop navigation facilities operations and improved its weather minima for landings and take-offs by having its RVR

Obtained “A” rating in Public Institution Business Performance Evaluation | Incheon Airport placed highly in

missing an average of only 3.9 pieces of baggage out of every 100,000. We reached the two million accident-free flights

the Korean government’s evaluations of the country’s public institutions in 2011. It has won praise for the quality of its

mark in May 2012. The next month, the total amount of baggage that we handled passed the 300 million mark.

results ever since its opening. This includes operating in the black for eight years in a row and receiving the highestpossible rating in the ICAO’s Universal Security Audit Programme. We also won an “A” rating in the 2011 Public

Korean government rated as world’s best in ICAO’s Universal Security Audit Programme | The high quality

Institution Business Performance Evaluation for the third consecutive year, and were ranked number one in the 2011

of Korea’s aviation security levels helped the country achieve a mark of 98.57% in the ICAO’s universal security

performance evaluation for our implementation of autonomous management planning for the second straight year.

audit program. This honor was made possible through close cooperation among all of the parties involved. This
included Incheon Airport, which has set a goal of incident-free security management ever since its opening. One
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2011~2012 News Highlights

shortened to 75 meters from 100 meters. In addition, we made dramatic improvements to our baggage handling system,

Third-phase expansion project proceeding smoothly | Incheon Airport’s third-phase expansion project,

proof of the excellence of our security operations was the smooth and problem-free entry of heads of state and

scheduled for completion in 2017, is proceeding smoothly and on schedule, with a progress rate of 75.8% for its

the leaders of international organizations to the 2012 Seoul Nuclear Security Summit, held in March 2012.

basic designs as of the end of 2011. The second passenger terminal, the basic design of which was confirmed in
June 2011, will add a new wing that combines simple yet future-oriented shapes with a slew of new technologies,

Continued development of sustainable management system | Incheon Airport has made ethical behavior and

all of them in perfect harmony with the existing Terminal 1 and concourse. Construction is slated to begin in

integrity the hallmarks of its organizational culture. This includes insisting that all of its employees to behave

2013. We signed an agreement with the Korea Rail Network Authority for a railway linking with the second

openly and honestly. As a result of these efforts, we ranked second out of twenty-five public institutions in an

passenger terminal in March 2012.

evaluation of integrity levels conducted by the Anti-Corruption & Civil Rights Commission of Korea in 2011,
obtaining a score of 9.09 out of ten. We also won the grand prize in the public service category in the 100 Best

Added to range of overseas businesses | Incheon Airport became involved in the operation and modernization

Companies To Work For In Korea survey for 2011.

of airports in Russia by acquiring a 10% stake in that country’s Khabarovsk Airport in July 2011. This made us
the first overseas player to be selected as a partner in that nation’s airport operations business—proof positive

Certified as ICAO TRAINAIR PLUS Member | The Incheon Airport Aviation Academy became the first such

of our expertise in running airports. In November, we signed a contract for a joint operating partnership with

institution in the world to be certified as an ICAO TRAINAIR PLUS Member. TRAINAIR PLUS is a training center

PT Angkasa Pura1, which operates Indonesia’s Juanda International Airport. Going forward, we will continue

assessment and certification system that was developed in 2011 by the ICAO. Its goal is to ensure that only

diversifying our business domains through consulting, equity investments, Build-Operate-Transfer projects, and

highest-level aviation training programs are being delivered by all the centers in its member countries. The

the establishment of joint ventures.

Academy passed all of the ICAO’s evaluation criteria with excellent grades.

Ranked first in duty-free sales | Incheon Airport realigned its commercial facilities and developed a shopping

Became Member of ACI World Governing Board | Incheon Airport’s President and CEO, Mr. C.W. Lee, was

and cultural complex inside its Transportation Center as part of its goal of guaranteeing travelers the world’s

elected as a member of the Airports Council International’s World Governing Board at its annual general

best shopping environment. We also introduced a “smart shopping” concept that utilizes a broad range of IT

assembly in November 2011. Representing over 1,700 airports around the world, the Board is the ACI’s top

channels. In September 2011, we became the first airport in the world to attract a Louis Vuitton outlet, helping

decision-making body. Incheon Airport also won the right to host the 2014 ACI annual general assembly,

to attract even more tourists and increase our sales. As a result of these activities, we were named the 2011

strengthening its profile in the world’s airport industry even more.

Continually winning recognition for our skills and abilities

2011~2012 Awards and Accolades

2011 Best Airport in the World
Global Traveler

2011 Transparency
and Ethics Award
UN Global Compact

2011 World’s Best Duty-Free Shop
(North America)
Business Traveller

Korea’s Most Admired Company
Korea Management Association
Consulting
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Best Cargo Airport
in Asia-Pacific
Air Cargo World

2011 World’s Best Duty-Free Shop
(Asia Pacific)
Business Traveller

Size: 25-40 Million Passengers / Worldwide / Region: Asia-Pacific _ ACI Airport Service Quality Awards for 2011

Grand Awards for Excellence in
Sustainability Management
Ministry of Knowledge Economy,
Small and Medium Business Administration

●

Listing in “Roll of Excellence” - Airports Council International

●

“Airport of the Year” at World Air Cargo Awards 2011 - Air Cargo Week

●

2011 Asia-Pacific Airport of the Year - Frost & Sullivan

●

“Personality of the Month” awarded to CEO - Moodie Report

●

2011 Green Climate Award - Korea Governance Forum on Climate Change

●

First in 2011 Korea Public Companies Sustainability Index - Economic Research Institute for Sustainable Society

●

President’s Award at 2011 Korea Electrical Safety Awards - Korea Electrical Safety Corporation

●

Grand Prize and Minister of Health and Welfare Award at 2011 Korea Social Responsibility Awards - Korea Journalists’ Forum

●

ISO/IEC 20000 certification - Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance

●

Minister of Environment Award in 2011 Low-Carbon Green Growth Fair - Ministry of Environment

●

Best Gas Safety Management Organization - Korea Gas Safety Corporation

●

2011 Korea 100 Best Companies To Work For - GWP Korea

●

Minister of Knowledge Economy Award at Win-Win Fair 2011 - MKE, Small and Medium Business Administration, etc.

●

Prime Minister’s Award at 2011 Public Procurement Awards - Small and Medium Business Administration

●

“Health Up!” certificate for excellence in occupational health promotion - MOEL, Korea Occupational Safety and Health Agency

●

2011 Proud Korean Award in Global Service category – Journalists’ Association of Korea

●

First Prize in Public Agencies category at Web Awards Korea 2012 - Korea Internet Professional Association

●

Weather Management Certificate - Korea Meteorological Administration, Korea Meteorological Industry Promotion Agency

●

ISO 50001 Certificate - International Organization for Standardization
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Growing into a global
airport leader

business

In 2011, Incheon Airport continued with its world-leading record of success.

review

An airport that brings you and
the world closer together

Incheon Airport is committed to retaining its status as one of Asia’s leading airports.
It will meet this goal by adding to its facilities and infrastructures to meet the
challenge of constantly increasing passenger and cargo demand. It will also carry out
strategically-directed marketing initiatives to ensure that it retains its position as one
of the world’s most-loved air terminals.

Making connections from Asia to everywhere

In 2011, we posted our best-ever results in terms of both passenger and flight
numbers. Two major reasons for this accomplishment were that a number of
new airlines started flying between Incheon Airport and other airports, and their
subsequent establishment of new routes. We also retained our second-place ranking
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in the world in terms of cargo volume.

HUB STRATEGY

In 2011, Incheon Airport carried out a number of marketing initiatives targeting new airlines
and encouraging them to establish new routes. We laid the foundation for attracting airlines on
a large scale by hosting “Routes Asia 2011,” the world’s largest air service development forum.
We also carried out a wide range of marketing initiatives to convince mega-carrier airlines to
choose us as their preferred hub in Asia.
As a result of these efforts, sixteen new routes were added, while the number of destinations
increased by eighty-four. This allowed us to achieve record-high results in term of both
passenger and flight numbers, with our passenger count passing 35.06 million and our number
of flights reaching 229,580.
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174
HUB STRATEGY

Number of destinations (As of December 2011)

Targeting new airlines, opening new routes
Increasing number of transfer passengers

5,662,722
16.4%

Number of transfer passengers in 2011

Transfer Ratio in 2011

We developed a number of new transfer passenger alignments in 2011, including consolidating
the USA and Southeast Asia one. In addition, we carried out a broad array of promotions
targeting markets in China, Japan, the Americas, and Oceania.
We also developed a variety of package tour options for transfer passengers, and offered them
free or heavily discounted tours of Seoul. As a result, our number of transfer passengers
exceeded 5.6 million, up 9.0% from the previous year and the largest-ever since our opening.
Our goal for 2012 is to increase our number of transfer passengers even more. We will do this
by continuing with our marketing efforts and by developing new transfer passenger alignments
covering Oceania and Europe and the CIS and Southeast Asia.

We increased our volume of transshipment cargo in response to a series of unsettling industry
trends. They included reductions in the weight of IT devices, less cargo bound for Japan and China,
and a move by a number of large Korean companies to relocate their production elsewhere. We
also encouraged growth in new types of transshipment cargo, gaining an additional 22,000 tons of
cargo on an annualized basis. Our campaign to develop new markets was equally successful. We
became the first airport in Asia to initiate direct cargo flights to Spain, and created an extra 60,000
tons of cargo annually by attracting new carriers. In addition, our number of new cargo routes
increased by eleven, taking our total volume of ordinary and transshipment cargo in 2011 to 2.54
and 1.16 million tons, respectively.
We also attracted two new global delivery centers and one manufacturing company to our Free
Trade Zone, and added to our logistics capabilities by upgrading our Air Cargo Information
System, introducing an electronic invoice service, simplifying our customs declaration forms, and
developing smartphone apps.

Adding to volume of air cargo

HUB STRATEGY
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2.54

Air cargo volume (In millions of tons)

Carrying out third-phase expansion project

Incheon International Airport Corporation Annual Report 2012

54.0%

A railway linking with the second passenger terminal

Progress rate of basic designs for third-phase
expansion project (as of the end of 2011)

Incheon Airport has been carrying out its third-phase project to expand its core infrastructures
since 2009. This includes a second passenger terminal, new aprons, and a connecting railway.
54.0% of the basic design process for this project had been completed by the end of 2011, including
calling for tenders for the design of a second passenger terminal and beginning both the basic
and final designs. We are also expanding our second cargo apron and our refueling and storage
facilities, which are expected to reach the saturation point before our third-phase construction
work is completed.
In 2012, we will complete our basic designs and launch our final ones so that we will be ready to put
shovels into the ground by 2013. When the entire third-phase project is completed in 2017, we will
become a major Northeastern Asia airport hub, handling 410,000 traveler arrivals and departures
and having an annual capacity of sixty-two million passengers and 5.8 million tons of cargo.

An airport that delivers
happier tomorrows

Incheon Airport is taking a number of steps to strengthen its foundations for future growth.
They include adding to its overseas operations, developing an Air City, and increasing the
number and range of its commercial facilities.
In 2011, we continued to diversify our overseas operations by adding more investment and
development projects, including making equity investments in overseas airports.

Strengthening our foundations for sustainable growth

We also kept working on our Air City project to develop the areas surrounding
the airport into a major tourist destination by 2020. In addition, we took
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steps to increase the value of our commercial facilities.

GROWTH STRATEGY

Incheon Airport has been steadily adding to its stable of overseas businesses. In 2011, we won
bids for four overseas projects, making the total value of our overseas projects USD 48 million.
They included providing a consulting service for Russia’s Khabarovsk Airport, Indonesia’s Juanda
International Airport, and India’s Delhi Airport. The Russian contract also involves taking a 10%
stake in its management and providing it with advice in the areas of marketing and financing.
The Juanda International Airport project involves a joint management partnership, making us the
world’s first airport operator to bring advanced airport technologies and services to Indonesia.
In 2012, we are focusing on winning projects in emerging markets, including Asia and the Middle
East. We are also expanding the scope of our operations to include investment and development
projects, such as equity investments and Build-Operate-Transfer and consignment and commission
operations. We have already been successful in this area by winning a contract for a project
management service at Iraq’s Dohuk International Airport.

Expanding the scope of our overseas businesses

GROWTH STRATEGY
A complete view of Erbil International Airport in Iraq

Developing Air City

3.13
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48

Value of orders received by overseas businesses (In millions of USD)

A five-star hotel on the H2 Site

An aerial view of the IBC-I Second Phase Multi-Use Business and Entertainment Complex project

Value of proposed investments in 2011 (In billions of USD)

The Air City project involves developing hotel, leisure and entertainment, shopping, and convention
and exhibition facilities on the lands surrounding the airport. The airport corporation owns the
land, and private investors will build their facilities on it. This includes three separate but related
operations: the International Business Center (IBC)-I Second Phase, which will support the
airport’s operations per se ; a Water Park for recreational, water-based activities; and a multi-use
business and entertainment complex called IBC-II.
We carried out a wide range of activities in 2011 to interest potential investors in these facilities.
This attracted investment proposals worth KRW 3.5 trillion for four different projects. They included
an aircraft maintenance shop, IBC-I Second Phase, IBC-II, and a new hotel development on the
Water Park second-phase site. We also continued with the development of projects for which we
had previously attracted investors.
Scheduled for completion in 2020, Air City will be an innovative, multifunctional facilities complex
that will create a host of new national and economic values, including
KRW 9.9 trillion in productivity increases and KRW 2.6 trillion in income and added value.

Incheon Airport adds to the value of its commercial facilities by maximizing their revenue and
ensuring that they are operating in an optimal shopping environment. Our first consideration is to
see that they are located where that they can take maximum advantage of passenger foot traffic.
This includes increasing their level of customer accessibility and adding to the number of duty-free
pick-up areas near boarding gates.
We also developed additional commercial spaces in our Transportation Center, which has been
turned into an integrated shopping and cultural area. This led to an impressive rise of 194% in sales
over the previous year. Another project involved enhancing our customers’ shopping experiences
through IT shopping. This includes providing shoppers with information through their smartphones
and adding to the quality of our digital guides.
Another way that we enhanced our profitability was by adding stores that are known throughout
the world. In September 2011, for instance, we became the first airport in the world to open a Louis
Vuitton outlet. Efforts such as these enabled us to place first in Generation Research’s listing of
airport duty-free shop sales. In addition, our Airstar Avenue duty-free shopping mall was named
the “World’s Best Duty-Free Shop of 2011” by Business Traveller magazine.
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1.67
GROWTH STRATEGY

Total sales by commercial facilities (In billions of USD)

Developing commercial facilities

An airport that everyone loves

Incheon Airport carries out a wide variety of strategies to improve its operational efficiency
and maximize customer satisfaction. In 2012, for example, we posted 100,000 non-stop
hours operating our air navigation safety facilities, and boasted zero security incidents
caused by our own negligence.
We also continued burnishing our reputation as a U-Airport and Culture-Port. This included
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Offering travelers world-leading airport services,
unparalleled efficiency and worry-free safety and security

OPERATIONS STRATEGY

shortening our immigration times, adding to the efficiency of our baggage handling system,
and enhancing the quality and quantity of our cultural experiences and facilities.

Incheon Airport is constantly adding to the quality and efficiency of its aviation and facilities safety
equipment and processes. This includes being one of only nineteen airports in the world (and
the first one in Asia) to operate a CAT IIIb approach and landing system, with a runway visual
range (or RVR) of seventy-five meters. We improved our “below minimum” weather requirements
for landings and take-offs in November 2011, with the RVR being shortened to the previouslymentioned seventy-five meters. This led to a notable decline in our number of cancellations and
delays, equal to about 135 flights on an annual basis.
We also reduced our number of ground-level accidents, and had recorded over 100,000 nonstop hours as of August 2012. In addition, we improved the quality of our emergency drills, and
enhanced the ability of our employees, facilities, and systems to deal with accidents and disasters
and other emergency situations. In May 2012, we celebrated more than two million accident-free
flights in the eleven years and two months since our opening, confirming our reputation as the
world’s safest airport yet again.
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100,000
OPERATIONS STRATEGY

Number of non-stop hours of operation
of air navigation safety facilities

Enhancing navigational safety
Ensuring world-level security management

98.57%

Implementation rate of international standards by
ICAO Universal Security Audit Programme

Although Incheon Airport is already known as one of the safest airports in the world, we improved
our security operations even more in 2011. This included adding to our competencies, increasing
the capacity of our facilities, dealing with travelers in a firm yet friendly manner, and strengthening
our relationships with other securities players around the world. We are particularly proud that
we have recorded zero security incidents arising from our own negligence since our opening.
In addition, we were named “One of The Best in The World” in the Universal Security Audit
Programme carried out by the International Civil Aviation Organization, posting a score of 98.57%
for our implementation of international aviation security standards.

We are constantly adding to the efficiency and convenience of our operations. This includes
enhancing passenger traffic flow by the optimal placement of such facilities as check-in counters,
security checkpoints, immigration, and gates for arrivals and departures.
We also minimize congestion during peak travel hours through our 24/7 passenger convenience
service, offering travelers the option of early check-ins, and scheduling our human resources’ work
hours so that they are available when they are needed the most. We have also increased our use of
self-service check-ins, automated many of our customs, immigration, and quarantine procedures,
established fast and simple emergency passenger security checks, and shortened the time it takes
to get to our parking lots.
The ease and efficiency of our baggage handling and shuttle train systems are ensured by the
operation of a Six Sigma quality control program. Our unloading factor for every 10,000 pieces of
freight luggage is a very healthy 0.39, while our shuttle trains have an availability ratio of 99.94%
and boast an accident-free ratio of zero per one million kilometers.
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0.39
OPERATIONS STRATEGY

Unloading factor for freight transport (per 10,000 pieces of luggage)

Adding to operational efficiency
Increasing customer value

1

The only airport in the world to be ranked first in the Airports Council International (ACI)
Airport Service Quality survey for seven consecutive years

Incheon Airport’s efforts to enhance customer value include making improvements to its hardware
and software, developing a U-Airport, operating a Culture-Port, and making our customer services
network friendlier and more efficient. As a result, we were the first airport in the world to be listed
in the ACI’s Roll of Excellence. We were also named the best airport in the world by Skytrax, a UKbased aviation research organization. In addition, we ranked first in the ACI’s airport service quality
rankings for the seventh straight year, and received the highest-possible “AA” rating in a Public
Enterprise Satisfaction Level survey for the third year in a row.
In addition, we have simplified our immigration procedures and shortened the time needed
to complete them by developing a program called “Cyber Airport.” This service, which can be
conveniently accessed at www.cyberairport.kr, enables visitors to carry out all their travel
requirements at one time. We later added self-service check-ins and an automated immigration
system. Other steps that we have taken to improve our service levels and increase our visitors’
pleasure and enjoyment include establishing a Service Improvement Committee, organizing a CS
Leaders’ Conference, and operating a Voice of Field program. Some of our other offerings include
CS Doctors, a Customer Committee, and a Voice of Customers program.

Visitors to Incheon Airport soon fall in love with our Culture-Port facilities, which extend the
meaning of an air terminal far beyond that of a mere transportation center. Consisting of the
Korean Culture Museum, the Traditional Culture Experience Center, the Traditional Craft Gallery,
the Arrival Hall Culture Street, a skating rink, and a multiplex cinema, they offer travelers a wide
range of fun and entertainment.
We relocated the Traditional Culture Experience Center to the Concourse, and added more
experience corner spaces to the Korean Culture Museum, allowing non-Korean visitors to enjoy
more examples of traditional Korean culture. Other events like the Walk of the Royal Family and
New Year’s celebrations were also expanded.
We also provide visitors with a wide menu of other activities through our “Culture Taking Flight”
program. Regular performances take place on a seasonal basis, while the permanent ones
combine small concerts with other events. These offerings have been so popular that our number
of users and visitors has been increasing sharply year over year.
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1,820,000
OPERATIONS STRATEGY

Number of visitors to our “Culture-Port” facilities

Building a “Culture-Port”
Developing an environmentally friendly airport

ISO 50001

A highly-regarded energy management
system certification

Incheon Airport has invested a great deal of time and energy achieving energy savings, developing
a green management system, dealing with climate change, and minimizing its environmental
impact on its neighbors. As a result, our energy use and greenhouse gas emissions figures have
both exceeded our original targets. This has been accomplished in a number of ways. They include
using renewable energy devices to help us reach our greenhouse gas and energy reduction goals,
building an eco-friendly airport transportation operation system, and obtaining an ISO 50001 energy
management system certification.
We also take steps to minimize the environmental impact of our operations on the lands
surrounding the airport. We do this by practicing environmental conservation, managing the
amount of noise generated by aircraft, adopting an integrated approach to waste management,
monitoring the quality of both indoor and outdoor air, and improving the quality of the water in our
reservoirs. We will also ensure that our third-phase expansion project is carried out in the most
eco-friendly manner possible.

Growing with our stakeholders

Incheon Airport is committed to growing with its business partners and the communities
that are its neighbors. Our overall goal is to develop an advanced and highly responsive
sustainability management system. We also carry out a wide range of social contribution
activities. Our overall goal is to work with our stakeholders to ensure that all of us can enjoy
a happy, healthy, and sustainable future.

CORPORATE STRATEGY
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Growing with our stakeholders by developing an advanced
sustainability management system

A complete view of the Incheon Airport Aviation Academy

The Korean government has instituted a management evaluation system for many of the country’s
public institutions so that they compete equally with both private and global players. It allows
managers who perform well on their evaluations to enjoy a wide range of independence, while
reminding them of their responsibilities to Korea’s taxpayers. Incheon Airport recognizes and
accepts the concept of being autonomous, responsible, and responsive. We have staked our future
success on a series of strategic projects that will be measured on the basis of eight performance
indicators. They include increasing our corporate value, continuing our advance into overseas
business projects, and developing into a leading hub airport in Northeast Asia.
We demonstrated our management abilities in 2011 by turning a profit for the eighth year in a
row and maintaining our ranking as the world’s best airport in all areas relating to air transport,
airport safety, and services. As a result, we were awarded a top rating in the Korean government’s
evaluation of how well we were implementing our autonomous management plan for the second
year in a row. We were also given an “A” in the public institution business performance evaluation
for the third straight year.
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A
CORPORATE STRATEGY

Grade resulting from Ministry of Strategy and Finance Public
Institution Business Performance Evaluation

Guaranteeing responsive and responsible management
Practicing transparent and ethical management

AAA
9.09

KoBEX (Korean Business Ethics IndeX) in 2012

Total Integrity Index in 2011 (out of 10)

Incheon Airport is committed to open and honest management. This includes carrying out an
annual “Incheon Airport Clean Compact” campaign that stresses the importance of ethical
behavior, mutually beneficial growth, protecting the environment, and participating in social
contribution activities. It must be agreed to by all our stakeholders at the airport. We have also
developed a “One Strike and You’re Out” program to combat corruption and emphasize the need for
ethical behavior.
Our efforts to establish a culture of transparent and ethical management have resulted in many awards.
In 2011, for example, we ranked second in an evaluation of institutional integrity conducted by the
government’s Anti-Corruption and Civil Rights Commission, and were recognized for our outstanding
performance in the area of anti-corruption at the UN Global Compact Value Awards. In addition, we
were named the Most Ethical Enterprise in Korea in the public enterprise category in 2012.

The excellence of our human resources is a major factor driving our sustainable growth and
strengthening our vision of becoming a global airport leader. We nurture the development of
internationally-oriented experts in the fields of airport operations and administration through a wide
variety of training and educational offerings. They include an in-house MBA program, Master’s and
PhD courses at Korean universities, and affiliations with educational institutions outside the country.
In 2011, our Aviation Academy became the first such institution in the world to be designated as
an ICAO TRAINAIR PLUS Member. This honor will enable us to enhance our competencies in the
field of aviation and strengthen our ability to engage in overseas businesses. In 2012, we will start
offering the nation’s first MBA program in Aviation. We will also offer Master’s and PhD courses to
foster the development of professionals in the areas of airport operations and administration.
They will be given in conjunction with the Korea Aerospace University.
We will also take steps to strengthen our curriculums. This will include offering an ICAO
International Standard course and both free and fee-based courses targeting students from
developing countries.
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4.3
CORPORATE STRATEGY

HRD Index (out of a possible 5)

Fostering the development of globally-oriented human resources
Creating a warm and welcoming workplace

89

Great Workplace Index (out of 100)

At Incheon Airport, labor, management, and our business partners work as a team to develop a
happy and harmonious organizational culture, creating an environment in which work and life
are properly balanced. For example, we have established a labor-management master plan for a
mutually beneficial relationship that is especially designed to obviate the need for labor disputes.
We also operate a number of programs that are geared to making our operations more familyfriendly. They include offering supports for working mothers, parents of multiple births, and
couples who are having difficulty getting pregnant. We also received a Minister of Gender Equality
and Family award in the “helping to increase the nation’s birthrate” category at the first-ever “Family
Friendly Management Awards” in May 2012. This followed winning a “Family-Friendly Company”
certification from the same Ministry in 2011 for the third consecutive year.

Incheon Airport is committed to mutually beneficial growth with all its business partners. This
includes signing a Shared Growth and Fair Trade Agreement with our small- and medium-sized
stakeholders and adding to our number of performance-based incentives. In addition,
we are always on the lookout for improvements involving our many business partners. We do
this through a number of communications channels.
We also help SMEs to operate on their own by offering them information and advice in such
areas as sustainability management, technology, and areas in which we can conduct joint
research. As a result, we won the Minister of Knowledge Economy award, the top prize given to
companies and organizations for sharing their benefits with SMEs, at the Win-Win Fair 2011.
We also ranked third among fifty-nine organizations in an evaluation of public enterprises by the
Presidential Commission on Shared Growth for Large and Small Companies.
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92.8
CORPORATE STRATEGY

Win-Win Cooperation Index Score (out of 100)

Promoting mutually beneficial growth with our business partners
Conducting Social Contribution Activities

3,077

Number of employee volunteer service hours in 2011

Incheon Airport’s social contribution activities include compensating local residents for losses
resulting from airport construction and helping them to fulfill their needs. In order to carry out our
responsibilities as a caring and concerned corporate citizen both at home and abroad, we focus on
custom-tailored sharing activities in such areas as culture and the arts, local communities, and
international relief. The three main targets of our efforts are customers, society, and the world.
Our efforts to assist in community development include fostering the abilities of talented young
people living near us. This involves helping to establish a charter school and offering scholarships.
We also support environmental activities, such as the Forests for Life Foundation’s World Peace
Forest. In the areas of culture and the arts, we support the activities of the Montant multicultural
singing group, while our global assistance programs include sending volunteer helpers to
Cambodia, Indonesia, Mongolia, Nepal, and other countries.
We have also trained a number of people to act as interpreters, helping to ease the communications
problems that are often faced by visitors to Korea. Other efforts include fund-raising activities
in conjunction of NGOs such as UNICEF. Our volunteer activities are led by the Incheon Airport
Volunteer Group. We have particularly increased our efforts to improve the living conditions of
social assistance recipients, sole-support seniors, and other underprivileged people.

Creating new value by
balancing growth with stability

In 2011, Incheon Airport achieved its best-ever results in all its areas of operation.
This included increases in sales and income, a reduction in its expenses, and a
decline in its debt-to-equity ratio.
In 2012, we will continue to seek a balance between quantitative growth and
internal stability, based on our mid- to long-term management strategies. Our goal
is to share increasingly positive results with all our stakeholders, including the
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government and our customers, partners, and our airport family members.
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Unit: %

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

235,204

112,774

122,744

194,263

182,345

311,608

6,137,744

7,754,754

8,807,262

7,846,293

7,495,407

7,410,041

6,372,948

7,867,528

8,210,006

8,040,556

7,677,752

7,721,649

924,963

1,081,671

852,199

1,289,478

600,032

988,042

3,051,824

2,858,558

3,257,716

2,402,222

2,625,091

1,986,235

Total Liabilities

3,976,787

3,940,229

4,109,915

3,691,700

3,225,123

2,974,277

Share Capital

2,510,090

3,552,345

3,617,845

3,617,845

3,617,845

3,617,845

-

374,954

482,246

731,011

834,783

1,129,527

2,396,161

3,927,299

4,100,091

4,348,856

4,452,628

4,747,372

7.2
6.3
3.8

5.6

3.3

4.1
2001

1.9

2.7
Unit: In millions of KRW

7.8

Key Indicators

4.7

Historical Annual Financial Statements

Profitability

Summary of Financial Position

Summary of Income Statements
436,914

580,240

663,958

665,497

669,923

Gross Profit

79,243

534,453

492,431

522,603

659,116

826,691

SG&A Expenses

43,348

-

88,583

84,707

94,458

104,368

Other Expenses

-

-

-

-

14,397

132,798

Other Gains

-

-

-

-

1,959

8,223

35,894

406,624

403,848

437,896

559,020

597,749

Financial Income

-

-

-

-

40,754

11,433

Financial Costs

-

-

-

-

177,987

136,077

(-)146,431

-

-

-

421,787

473,105

Income Tax Expenses

(-)5,803

79,184

155,551

59,546

111,207

112,200

Net Income

140,628

207,084

153,357

266,777

310,580

360,905

Operating Income

Profit before Income Tax

* 2001~2009: K-GAAP, 2010~2011: K-IFRS

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Debt-to-Equity Ratio

6.5

5.1
3.6

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Interest Coverage Ratio

13.0

297,484

8.4

Cost of Sales

Stability

10.6

1,496,615

10.4

1,324,613

11.0

1,186,561

Growth

0.6

1,072,671

-2.9

971,367

-2.1

376,727

4.4

Revenue

2.7

2.7

Total Equity

62.7

Other

69.0

Non-Current Liabilities

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
ROE

84.9

Current Liabilities

ROA

100.2

Total Assets

6.9
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Non-Current Assets

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

100.3

Current Assets

* The above results do not include those of the airport’s consolidated subsidiary.

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Growth Rate of Total Assets

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
Growth Rate of Revenue

Aeronautical Revenue | Aeronautical revenue increased by KRW 53.0 billion to KRW 536.4 billion, due to steady
rises in our number of flights and passengers. Flight revenue surged by 14.2% to KRW 288.9 billion. This was
caused by a 6.9% growth in our number of flights, a similar rise in revenue from landing charges, and increased
revenue generated by the ending of reductions and exemptions for landing charges. Passenger Service Charges

288.9

(PSCs) paid by international airlines edged up by 3.8%, due to an increase in our number of transfer PSCs.

Aeronautical Revenue

247.5

Unit: In billions of KRW

230.5

Our very healthy EBITDA (i.e., earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation, and amortization) of KRW 990.5 billion was due to
our efforts to rein in costs and the efficiency of our operations. Our
ROA and ROE were 4.7% and 7.8%, respectively, compared to 4.1%
and 7.2% at the end of the previous year. Operating profit-return on
assets (referring to our ratio of operating income to our total assets)
was 6.8%, compared to the global airport average of 5.2%.

Key Operating Results

252.9

In 2011, Incheon Airport enjoyed a profit of more than KRW 100
billion, placing it in the black for the eighth consecutive year. Backed
by a steady rise in demand for our services and the stabilization of
our operations, we posted sales of KRW 1,496.6 billion and a net
income of KRW 360.9 billion. All of this occurred in spite of worldwide
business slowdowns and increasing exchange rates. We generated
average net earnings of KRW 300 billion, and were able to continue
repaying our borrowings. As a consequence, our debt-to-equity ratio
improved to 62.7%, compared to 166% at the time of our opening.

Flight Revenue

Passenger Revenue

2010 2011

2010 2011
Flight Revenue

Breakdown of

Passenger Revenue

Aeronautical Revenue

We generated high earnings in our main businesses by enhancing our
marketing activities. As a result, we managed to attract our largestever number of transfer passengers, and earned additional profits
worth KRW 35.0 billion through the development of a cyber airport
and our Smart AIRCIS air cargo information system. We added an
additional KRW 42.2 billion to our results by operating a wide array
of popular stores in our duty-free shopping area (including a Louis
Vuitton outlet). In addition, we opened a shopping and cultural space
inside the Transportation Center.

53.9%

46.1%

Non- Aeronautical Revenue | Non-aeronautical revenue increased by KRW 119.0 billion to KRW 960.2 billion,
due to a continuous rise in our number of passengers, the expiration of our rental fee reduction and exemption
policies for our commercial tenants, and a rise in the guaranteed minimum amount of rental fees for our
commercial facilities. It accounted for 64.2% of our sales. Our ratio of non-aeronautical revenue has remained at
over the 60% mark since 2009.
Our commercial revenue rose by KRW 105.5 billion to KRW 775.4 billion. We ranked first in the world in terms of
duty-free shop sales and purchases per passenger, the latter of which amounted to KRW 53,336. This resulted

In addition, we strengthened our risk management processes so
that we can respond to continuing global economic uncertainties
in a speedier and more proactive manner. We also enhanced our
methods of managing our financial soundness through financial ratio
trend analyses, and improved on our ability to cope with unexpected
changes and crises.

from our ongoing efforts to meet the needs of our customers, including attracting a Louis Vuitton store in our
duty-free shopping area. We were forced to increase our rental and utility revenue by 8.2%, due to the expiration
of government subsidies for our operations. We also won contracts for four overseas operations.

960.2

The value of our assets increased by KRW 44.0 billion to KRW 7,721.7
billion from the previous year. Our liabilities decreased by 7.8% over
the year to KRW 2,974.3 billion, led by the repayment of borrowings
worth KRW 393.2 billion. Total equity grew by 6.6%, or KRW 294.8
billion, to KRW 4,747.4 billion. This was primarily caused by a rise in
retained earnings following the generation of net income.

841.2
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Financial Review

Financial Summary

YoY rise of 14.1%

Non-Aeronautical
Revenue

Unit: In billions of KRW

Commercial Revenue
Rental and Utility Revenue

2010 2011

Overseas Revenue
Other Revenue

Breakdown of NonAeronautical Revenue

80.8%

17.8% 1.1% 0.3%

Consolidated Statements of Financial Position

As of December 31, 2011, 2010 and January 1, 2010

Incheon International Airport Corporation and a Subsidiary

Consolidated Statements of Financial Position, Continued

As of December 31, 2011, 2010 and January 1, 2010

Incheon International Airport Corporation and a Subsidiary
In thousands of KRW

		December 31, 2011

December 31, 2010

January 1, 2010

Assets			

Financial Review

85
84

		December 31, 2011

December 31, 2010

January 1, 2010

127,144,421

101,801,533

105,799,311

Liabilities			

72,666,930

15,133,676

18,788,657

Other investments, including derivatives		

77,242,978

21,329,207

51,612

Short-term borrowings		

87,000,000

245,015,679

263,448,965

Trade and other receivables		

147,891,958

131,359,731

120,158,371

Current portion of long-term borrowings		

27,409,995

21,542,377

274,500,226

Inventories		

4,161,623

3,447,122

4,261,163

Current portion of debentures, net		

695,557,198

207,621,820

634,389,264

Current tax assets		

18,211

10,490

2,932

Derivative liabilities		

6,112,894

329,667

-

Other non-financial assets		

25,855,824

25,916,879

28,147,218

Current tax liabilities		

109,544,942

77,162,945

40,869,654

Current assets		

327,837,524

197,197,105

171,409,953

Other non-financial liabilities		

50,681,705

39,424,783

50,286,605

Other investments, including derivatives		

32,703,143

26,877,784

112,426,379

Current liabilities		

1,103,451,155

692,898,804

1,369,294,025

Trade and other receivables		

2,190,932

2,209,588

2,259,650

Trade and other payables		

713,083,811

690,835,288

653,777,928

Property, plant, and equipment		

6,924,775,556

7,072,412,455

7,215,758,254

Long-term borrowings, net		

400,508,712

427,976,921

360,449,745

Investment property		

316,431,395

313,482,495

313,613,907

Debentures, net		

747,665,000

1,441,851,409

1,313,136,122

Intangible assets		

74,843,739

154,965,652

186,297,631

Derivative liabilities		

715,051

11,970,168

6,321,637

Investments in associates		

22,377,172

21,051,887

19,845,849

Other non-financial liabilities		

75,006,724

104,465,728

131,854,497

Deferred tax assets		

76,751,660

47,828,420

40,873,196

Employee benefits		

13,446,247

7,167,017

3,147,510

Non-current assets		

7,450,073,597

7,638,828,281

7,891,074,866

Deferred tax liabilities		

-

2,731,444

3,008,940

Total assets

7,777,911,121

7,836,025,386

8,062,484,819

Provisions for litigation		

2,750,999

7,756,328

4,099,154

Non-current liabilities		

1,953,176,544

2,694,754,303

2,475,795,533

Total liabilities		

3,056,627,699

3,387,653,107

3,845,089,558

Share capital		

3,617,845,480

3,617,845,480

3,617,845,480

Share discount		

-

(52,400)

(264,800)

Other comprehensive income		

169,084

(5,529,798)

(2,342,402)

Retained earnings		

1,104,402,242

836,352,911

602,330,086

Equity attributable to owners of the company		

4,722,416,806

4,448,616,193

4,217,568,364

Non-controlling interests		

(1,133,384)

(243,914)

(173,103)

Total equity		

4,721,283,422

4,448,372,279

4,217,395,261

Total equity and liabilities

7,777,911,121

7,836,025,386

8,062,484,819

Cash and cash equivalents
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In thousands of KRW

￦

￦

Trade and other payables

￦

Equity

￦

Consolidated Statements of Comprehensive Income

For the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

Incheon International Airport Corporation and a Subsidiary

Consolidated Statements of Changes in Equity

For the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

Incheon International Airport Corporation and a Subsidiary
In thousands of KRW

		

2011

2010

1,548,724,212

1,359,295,747

Cost of sales		

722,729,232

699,554,178

Gross profit			

825,994,980

659,741,569

Other Revenues		

977,631

950,490

Profit for the year		

Selling, general, and administrative expenses		

(105,351,552)

(95,395,555)

Effective portion of changes 		

Other expenses		

(44,994,540)

(7,115,848)

87

Financial Review

Revenue

￦

86

		
Share
Capital
Other
Retained
Total
		
capital adjustments comprehensive
earnings 		
				
income			

for the year

￦ 3,617,845,480

in fair value of cash flow hedges		

Results from operating activities			

601,007,735

543,149,061

10,207,181

40,073,752

equity method investments		
Total comprehensive income 		

(143,344,835)

(185,343,097)

Net finance costs			

(133,137,654)

(145,269,345)

2,688,510

1,934,425

470,558,591

399,814,141

Share of profit of equity-accounted investees		
Profit before income tax			
Profit for the year

		

131,483,566

112,724,719

339,075,025

287,089,422

Effective portion of changes in fair value of cash flow hedges		

5,701,610

(3,146,460)

Defined benefit plan actuarial gains (losses)		

(3,784,746)

(4,905,211)

Unrealized loss on valuation of equity method investments		

(2,728)

(40,936)

Other comprehensive income for the year, net of income tax		

1,914,136

(8,092,607)

Total comprehensive income for the year		

340,989,161

278,996,815

actuarial gains (losses)		

for the year		

278,996,815

Earnings per share 				
Basic earnings per share (won)

￦

Diluted earnings per share (won)		

470
470

-

(3,146,460)

-

(3,146,460)

-

-

-

(4,905,211)

(4,905,211)

-

(4,905,211)

-

-

(40,936)

-

(40,936)

-

(40,936)

-

-

(3,187,396)

282,255,022

279,067,626

(70,811)

278,996,815

-

(48,019,797)

(48,019,797)

-

(48,019,797)

-

(212,400)

-

-

-

-

212,400

(3,187,396)

234,022,825

231,047,829

(70,811)

230,977,018

￦ 3,617,845,480

(52,400)

(5,529,798)

836,352,911

4,448,616,193

￦ 3,617,845,480

Total transactions with 		
owners of the company		
Balance at
December 31, 2010

(243,914) 4,448,372,279

Balance at January 1, 2011
Total comprehensive
income for the year

287,089,422

340,989,161

(3,146,460)

-

339,075,025

￦

-

212,400

(70,811)

Total comprehensive income for the year

-

-

(889,470)

(70,811)

287,089,422

-

Non-controlling interests		

(889,470)

(70,811)

Other 		

287,160,233

Non-controlling interests		

(173,103) 4,217,395,261		

directly in equity

339,964,495

279,067,626

287,160,233

Dividends to owners of the company

Owners of the company		

341,878,631

4,217,568,364

287,160,233

of the company, recognized

Effective portion of changes 		

Owners of the company		

602,330,086

-

Transactions with owners

Profit for the year		

Total comprehensive income attributable to:				

(2,342,402)

-

Unrealized loss on valuation of 		

Profit attributable to:		

Profit for the year			

(264,800)

-

Defined benefit plan 		

(15,031,595)

Financial costs		

Total
equity

Total comprehensive income

(75,618,784)

Financial income		

Noncontrolling
interests

Balance at January 1, 2010

Other gains (losses)		

Income tax expenses		
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In thousands of KRW

in fair value of cash flow hedges		

(52,400)

(5,529,798)

836,352,911

4,448,616,193

-

-

-

339,964,495

339,964,495

(889,470)

(243,914) 4,448,372,279
339,075,025

-

-

5,701,610

-

5,701,610

-

5,701,610

-

-

-

(3,784,746)

(3,784,746)

-

(3,784,746)

Defined benefit plan 		
actuarial gains (losses)		
Unrealized loss on valuation of 		
equity method investments		
Total comprehensive income for the year

-

-

(2,728)

-

(2,728)

-

(2,728)

-

-

5,698,882

336,179,749

341,878,631

(889,470)

340,989,161

Transactions with owners of the company,
recognized directly in equity
Dividends to owners 		

397
397

of the company		

-

-

-

(68,078,018)

(68,078,018)

-

(68,078,018)

Other		

-

52,400

-

(52,400)

-

-

-

-

52,400

5,698,882

268,049,331

273,800,613

(889,470)

272,911,143

￦ 3,617,845,480

-

169,084

1,104,402,242

4,722,416,806

Total transactions with 		
owners of the company		
Balance at
December 31, 2011

(1,133,384) 4,721,283,422

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

For the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

Incheon International Airport Corporation and a Subsidiary

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows, Continued

For the years ended December 31, 2011 and 2010

Incheon International Airport Corporation and a Subsidiary
In thousands of KRW

		

2011

2010

Cash flows from operating activities				

Financial Review
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88

		

2011

2010

Cash flows from investing activities				

339,075,025

287,089,422

Interest received		

5,350,139

2,582,519

Depreciation		

259,975,142

290,481,678

Dividends received		

1,360,000

680,000

Amortization of intangible assets		

15,985,663

16,792,797

Proceeds from sale of property, plant, and equipment		

4,364,564

3,127,138

Impairment losses on intangible assets and goodwill		

82,601,118

16,361,512

Proceeds from sale of held-to-maturity investments		

96,160

2,690

Bad and doubtful debts		

4,551,267

3,266,491

Proceeds from sale of long-term financial instruments		

86,016

-

Accrual for retirement and severance benefits		

6,091,760

4,619,596

Proceeds from withdrawal of loans		

209,248

159,791

Interest expenses		

136,261,556

150,782,888

Acquisition of property, plant, and equipment		

(160,198,160)

(152,055,131)

Interest income		

(5,481,635)

(2,480,875)

Acquisition of intangible assets		

(1,498,189)

(563,391)

Share of profit of equity-accounted investees		

(2,688,510)

(1,934,425)

Acquisition of investment property		

(3,362,814)

-

Loss (gain) on sale of property, plant, and equipment, net		

(2,026,357)

664,588

Acquisition of available-for-sale financial assets		

(8,173,442)

-

Foreign currency translation loss (gain), net		

1,277,161

(13,036,418)

Acquisition of short-term financial instruments		

(66,169,571)

(9,715,715)

Loss on valuation of derivative instruments, net		

2,431,672

6,634,499

Acquisition of long-term financial instruments		

-

(74)

Loss (gain) on transactions of derivative instruments, net		

1,430,361

(15,648,361)

Increase in loans		

(99,536)

(72,067)

Contribution to provision for litigation		

-

-

Net cash used in investing activities		

(228,035,585)

(155,854,240)

Loss (gain) on valuation of debentures, net		

(789,211)

3,688,990

Income tax expenses		

131,483,566

112,724,719

Proceeds from borrowings		

187,000,000

1,015,878,515

Other		

(7,313,029)

(34,651,130)

Proceeds from debentures		

-

337,300,000

Changes in:				

Proceeds from settlement of derivatives		

10,309,226

84,868,628

Profit for the period Adjustments for:
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In thousands of KRW

￦

Cash flows from financing activities 				

- inventories		

(714,501)

814,041

Repayment of borrowings		

(366,558,056)

(1,223,812,026)

- trade and other receivables		

(24,516,923)

(16,117,824)

Repayment of debentures		

(207,625,970)

(619,423,000)

- trade and other payables		

25,962,812

(6,678,135)

Interest paid		

(98,492,867)

(114,875,747)

- provisions		

1,413,299

5,157,174

Dividends paid		

(68,078,018)

(48,019,797)

- payments of employee benefits		

(1,314,665)

(3,400,054)

Net cash used in financing activities		

(543,445,685)

(568,083,427)

- contributions paid into the plan 		

(3,673,456)

(3,488,767)

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents		

57,525,988

(3,654,454)

Cash generated from operation activities		

960,022,115

801,642,406

Cash and cash equivalents at January 1		

15,133,676

18,788,657

Income taxes paid		

(131,014,857)

(81,359,193)

Effect of exchange rate fluctuations on cash held		

7,266

(527)

Net cash provided by operating activities		

829,007,258

720,283,213

Cash and cash equivalents at December 31

72,666,930

15,133,676

￦
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Organization

Organization
As of March 31, 2012

83 airlines connecting 184 cities in 55 countries worldwide (As of August 2012)

27 cities in Europe

13 cities in
the Russian
Federation

45 cities in China

25 cities in the

ICN

5 cities in the

Americas

26 cities in Japan

Middle East

32 cities in Asia

● Cargo

Global Connectivity

1 city in Africa

● Passengers

Korea

● Toyama (TOY)

● Mudanjiang (MDG)

Southeast Asia

Thailand

Americas

Peru

Spain

Oceania

Africa

92

7 cities in Oceania

● Jeju (CJU)

● Tokyo (TYO)

● Macau (MFM)

Nepal

● Bangkok (BKK)

USA

● Lima (LIM)

● Madrid (MAD)

New Zealand

Kenya

● Busan (PUS)

● Ube (UBJ)

● Qiqihar (NDG)

● Kathmandu (KTM)

● Chiang Mai (CNX)

● Anchorage (ANC)

● Zaragoza (ZAZ)

● Auckland (AKL)

● Nairobi (NBO)
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● Passengers and Cargo

● Daegu (TAE)

● Yonago (YGJ)

● Ningbo (NGB)

Taiwan

● Phuket (HKT)

● Atlanta (ATL)

Europe

United Kingdom

New Caledonia

● Nanjing (NKG)

● kaohsiung (KHH)

● U-Tapao (UTP)

● Boston (BOS)

Netherlands

● Derby (EMA)

● Nouméa-La Tontouta

Japan

China

● Nanning (NNG)

● Taipei (TPE)

Palau

● Chicago (CHI)

● Amsterdam (AMS)

● London (LON)

● Asahikawa (AKJ)

● Beijing (BJS)

● Shanghai (SHA)

● Taichung (TXG)

● Koror (ROR)

● Cincinnati (CVG)

Norway

● Manchester (MAN)

Papua New Guinea

● Irkutsk (IKT)

● Aomori (AOJ)

● Guangzhou (CAN)

● Syenyang (SHE)

Laos

Philippines

● Dallas (DFW)

● Oslo (OSL)

Austria

● Port Moresby (POM)

● Khabarovsk (KHV)

● Akita (AXT)

● Zhengzhou (CGO)

● Xian (SIA)

● Vientiane (VTE)

● Cebu (CEB)

● Detroit (DTT)

Denmark

● Vienna (VIE)

Fiji

● Krasnoyarsk (KJA)

● Shizuoka (FSZ)

● Changchun (CGQ)

● Shijiazhuang (SJW)

Malaysia

● Clark Field (CRK)

● Guam (GUM)

● Copenhagen (CPH)

Italy

● Nadi (NAN)

● Saint Petersburg (LED)

● Fukuoka (FUK)

● Chongqing (CKG)

● Shenzhen (SZX)

● Kota Kinabalu (BKI)

● Kalibo (KLO)

● Honolulu (HNL)

Germany

● Milano (MIL)

Australia

● Moscow (MOW)

● Hiroshima (HIJ)

● Changsha (CSX)

● Qingdao (TAO)

● Kuala Lumpur (KUL)

● Manila (MNL)

● Las Vegas (LAS)

● Koln (CGN)

● Rome (ROM)

● Brisbane (BNE)

● Novosibirsk (OVB)

● Hakodate (HKD)

● Chengdu (CTU)

● Jinan (TNA)

● Penang (PEN)

● Los Angeles (LAX)

● Frankfurt (FRA)

Czech Republic

● Melbourne (MEL)

● Sakhalin (UUS)

● Niigata (KIJ)

● Dalian (DLC)

● Tianjin (TSN)

Vietnam

Southwest Asia

● Memphis (MEM)

● Leipzig (LEJ)

● Praha (PRG)

● Sydney (SYD)

● Vladivostok (VVO)

● Miyazaki (KMI)

● Dayong (DYG)

● Tunxi (TXN)

● Da Nang (DAD)

Maldives

● Miami (MIA)

● Munich (MUC)

Turkey

● Kumamoto (KMJ)

● Fuzhou (FOC)

● Taiyuan (TYN)

● Hanoi (HAN)

● Male (MLE)

● New York (NYC)

Luxembourg

● Istanbul (IST)

Middle East

● Baku (GYD)

● Komatsu (KMQ)

● Hohhot (HET)

● Urumqi (URC)

● Nha Trang (NHA)

Afghanistan

● Portland (PDX)

● Luxembourg (LUX)

Poland

Bahrain

Uzbekistan

● Kagoshima (KOJ)

● Hefei (HFE)

● Weihai (WEH)

● Ho Chi Minh (SGN)

● Kandahar (KDH)

● Seattle (SEA)

Belgium

● Warsaw (WAW)

● Bahrain (BAH)

● Navoi (NVI)

● Matsuyama (MYJ)

● Hangzhou (HGH)

● Wuhan (WUH)

Singapore

India

● San Francisco (SFO)

● Brussels (BRU)

France

UAE

● Tashkent (TAS)

● Nagoya (NGO)

● Hong Kong (HKG)

● Xiamen (XMN)

● Singapore (SIN)

● Mumbai (BOM)

● Saipan (SPN)

Sweden

● Paris (PAR)

● Abu Dhabi (AUH)

Kazakhstan

● Nagasaki (NGS)

● Harbin (HRB)

● Yanji (YNJ)

Indonesia

● Delhi (DEL)

● Washington (WAS)

● Gothenburg (GOT)

Finland

● Dubai (DXB)

● Almaty (ALA)

● Oita (OIT)

● Yinchuan (INC)

● Yantai (YNT)

● Denpasar (DPS)

● Chennai/Madras (MAA)

Brazil

● Stockholm (STO)

● Helsinki (HEL)

Israel

Kyrgyzstan

● Okinawa (OKA)

● Jiamusi (JMU)

● Yancheng (YNZ)

● Jakarta (JKT)

● Campinas (CPQ)

Switzerland

Hungary

● Tel Aviv (TLV)

● Bishkek (FRU)

● Okayama (OKJ)

● Nanchang (KHN)

Cambodia

Central Asia

● Sao Paulo (SAO)

● Basel (BSL)

● Budapest (BUD)

Qatar

● Osaka (OSA)

● Kunming (KMG)

● Phnom Penh (PNH)

Mongolia

Canada

● Zurich (ZRH)

● Sendai (SDJ)

● Guiyang (KWE)

● Siem Reap (REP)

● Ulaanbaatar (ULN)

● Vancouver (YVR)

● Sapporo (SPK)

● Guilin (KWL)

● Calgary (YYC)

● Takamatsu (TAK)

● Lanzhou (LZD)

● Toronto (YYZ)

(NOU)

Russian Federation
Russia

Azerbaijan

● Doha (DOH)
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Go to the future with us

A Better Future

We are proud that our services are continually being recognized as the best in the world. The more competitive
we are, the higher the bar is raised for everyone else. In the end, the biggest winners are the ones who matter
the most—our passengers and customers.
Going forward, Incheon Airport will retain its commitment to being an airport that is trusted and loved by
everyone who visits it. Our goal is to work for a better future for everyone.

Working For

Making A New History With Greater Values

with

us

